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IsoMatch Tellus GO1 
  
 
As a leader in ISOBUS technology, Kverneland Group is committed to their 
customers and guarantees their success by providing them with easy farming 
solutions in the brands Vicon and Kverneland. This leading position became again 
evident when ranking different companies by certifications in the AEF ISOBUS 
Database. Kverneland and Vicon are the number one brands in the amount of AEF 
certifications! Compatibility of all ISOBUS machines and universal terminals is 
always ensured. 
 
Official confirmation of compatibly only comes from the AEF database 
Certification of ISOBUS software is a precondition for products to be listed in the 
Database that is designed to benefit customers, dealers, sales and service personnel. 
The main focus of the AEF database is to serve as a useful sales and service tool where 
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farmers and dealers can easily find the confirmation of the compatibility between 
ISOBUS tractors, machines and universal terminals.  
 
This is essential to assure the farmer that the compatibility between his ISOBUS 
equipment will be successful.  
 
‘’No more hearsay statements about ISOBUS, the truth is just several clicks away’’ 
 
The benefits to the industry will grow as more products are tested and included in the 
Database. 
 

ECU software certified 

     Source: Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation (AEF) 

            
 
Word counts:199 words 

 
 

*** 
 
Kverneland Group is a leading international company developing, producing and 
distributing agricultural machinery and services in the brands Kverneland and Vicon. 
Strong focus on innovation allows us to provide a unique and broad product range with 
high quality. Kverneland Group offers an extensive package aimed at the professional 
farming community, covering the areas of soil preparation, seeding, forage and bale 
equipment, spreading, spraying and electronic solutions for agricultural tractors and 
machinery. For more information on Kverneland Group visit www.kvernelandgroup.com. 
 
 
       - - END - - 
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Pictures 
High resolution images can be downloaded from our download center. Just click on the 
links below and you will be redirected to the download page:  
http://download.kvernelandgroup.com/Media/Images/IsoMatchTellusGO_Spreader1 

  
 

For Details, Contact: 
Ruud Zwirs 
Product Manager 
Kverneland Group Mechatronics BV 
Phone: (+31) 252 662 274 
Mobile: (+31) 610 234 961 
E-Mail:  ruud.zwirs@kvernelandgroup.com 
 
 
 
Kverneland Group and iM FARMING Online: 
 

  
Visit our web site 
www.kvernelandgroup.com 

Like us on facebook 
www.facebook.com/KvernelandGroup 
www.facebook.com/iMFarming 

 
   

 

Watch us on YouTube 
www.youtube.com/kvernelandgrp 

Follow us on Twitter 
#KvernelandGroup 
#iM_Farming 

 
 
 
ATTACHMENT 
 
Explanation of terms 

1 IsoMatch Tellus GO:   New one-screen Universal Terminal, developed by Kverneland Group. 
Using ISOBUS as the interface, IsoMatch Tellus GO can communicate 
with all ISOBUS machines and is equipped to work with GPS systems 
and precision farming applications. It provides various control options as 
soft keys via touch screen, Hardware keys and rotary switch. 

 


